
High Performane ATP Systems by Combining Several AI MethodsJ�org DenzingerFahbereih InformatikUniversit�at Kaiserslautern67663 KaiserslauternGermany Mar FuhsFakult�at f�ur InformatikTU M�unhen80290 M�unhenGermany Matthias FuhsFahbereih InformatikUniversit�at Kaiserslautern67663 KaiserslauternGermanyAbstratWe present a design for an automated theoremprover that ontrols its searh based on ideasfrom several areas of arti�ial intelligene (AI).The ombination of ase-based reasoning, sev-eral similarity onepts, a ooperation oneptof distributed AI and reative planning enablesa system to learn from previous suessful proofattempts. In a kind of bootstrapping proesseasy problems are used to solve more and moreompliated ones. We provide ase studies fromtwo domains in pure equational theorem prov-ing. These ase studies show that an instanti-ation of our arhiteture ahieves a high gradeof automation and outperforms state-of-the-artonventional theorem provers.1 IntrodutionResearh onerned with ahieving more eÆient (fullyautomated) theorem provers fouses on three diretions:higher inferene rates, eliminating unneessary infer-enes, and better ontrol of the searh. Although allthese diretions an indeed lead to more eÆieny, bet-ter ontrol of the searh o�ers the highest gains, but alsoauses the most problems and has some risks. Nearly allapproahes to improving searh ontrol involve the useof tehniques and methods from other areas of arti�ialintelligene (AI), as for example knowledge representa-tion, ase-based reasoning (CBR), learning, planning, ormulti-agent systems. In most of the known works onlyideas from one of these areas are exploited.One area that should|from the human point ofview|be the most promising for high eÆieny gainsis learning. But the use of mahine-learning tehniquesfor improving automated theorem provers faes severalsevere problems. Learned knowledge has to be stored, re-trieved, and very often must be ombined. So, the fousof attention should not be restrited to the area of ma-hine learning. Other areas of AI must also ontribute

in order to suessfully apply the results the learningtehniques produe.In this paper we present an approah to ontrollingthe searh of an automated theorem prover that om-bines tehniques from several areas of AI to overomethe problems that arise when trying to learn and to useontrol knowledge. The entral idea is to utilize a known(i.e., learned) proof of a so-alled soure problem solvedpreviously in order to guide the searh for a proof of thetarget problem at hand. To this end we employ a methodalled exible re-enatment (p. [9℄).Soure problems must of ourse satisfy ertain simi-larity riteria with respet to the target problem. Ourtehniques for maintaining a database of soure problemsand our mehanisms for seleting soure problems thatare the most similar to the target are inspired by CBR.Unfortunately, one of the important premises of CBR,namely that \small di�erenes between problems resultin small di�erenes of their solutions", is not ful�lled inautomated theorem proving.We ope with this unertainty by applying the Team-work method ([4℄), a multi-agent approah to dis-tributed searh. Teamwork redues the risk of deploy-ing an inappropriate heuristi by having a team of heu-ristis (agents) guide the searh onurrently and oop-eratively . The reative planning apabilities of a furtheragent, namely the supervisor, are made use of to om-pose a suitable team (f. [7℄). Moreover, the seletionof the most suitable soure problem required by exiblere-enatment an also be integrated with Teamwork inform of a speialized agent.The ombination of all these AI methods allowed us tobuild a theorem prover for pure equality reasoning thatis fully automated, in both learning and proving, andis able to solve hard problems by using a kind of boot-strapping proess that starts with easy problems anduses their proofs to gradually solve harder and harderproblems. Besides providing the problems, no intera-tion with the system is required. Our experiments vali-date and substantiate the ahievements of our system.



We annot provide as many details as some readers(and we) would like. These readers may refer to [6℄.2 Equational ReasoningEquational reasoning deals with the following problem:Given a �nite set E of equations (of terms over a �xedsignature sig) and a goal u = v. The question is whetherthe goal equation is a logial onsequene of E, i.e., E j=u = v. Unfailing ompletion (e.g., [2℄) has proven to bequite suessful for solving suh a proof problem A =(E; u = v). The method is also a good example for so-alled generating aluli that are based on generatingnew fats until a fat desribing the goal is reahed.The inferene rules of a generating theorem prover anbe divided into two lasses: expansion and ontrationrules (see [3℄). Completion uses the expansion ritial-pair-generation and the ontrations redution and sub-sumption. Basis for the ompletion proedure is a so-alled redution ordering � that is used to restrit theappliability of the inferene rules and to avoid yles.An algorithmi realization of the inferene rules of agenerating theorem prover an be haraterized as fol-lows. There are two sets of fats (equations in our ase):the set FA of ative fats and the set FP of passive fats .The algorithm enters on a main loop with the follow-ing body: At �rst a fat � is seleted and removed fromFP (\ativate �"). After that � is normalized resultingin a fat �0. (Normalization denotes the appliation ofontration rules to a fat until none of these rules is ap-pliable anymore.) If �0 is neither trivial nor subsumedby an ative fat, all elements of FA are normalized, �0is added to FA, and all fats that an be generated with�0 and other elements of FA are added to FP . A proofis found if the normalization of the two terms of the goalleads to the same term.Assuming that there is a given order in whih ontrat-ing inferene rules are applied, normalization of a fat isa deterministi proess. Hene, the remaining indeter-minism is to determine whih fat should be ativatednext. In order to eliminate this indeterminism, seletionstrategies and heuristis are used (see, e.g., [5℄). In se-tion 4 we present suh a seletion heuristi that is basedon re-enating a suessful proof attempt for a problemthat is somewhat similar to the problem at hand.Sine we want to learn from (suessful) proof at-tempts, we have to obtain, represent, and store an atualproof run produed by the algorithm and a seletion heu-risti. SA denotes the sequene of fats ativated dur-ing a proof run for problem A using a �xed heuristiH. The atual proof to A is denoted by PA and it isobtained by eliminating from SA all fats that did notontribute to the proof. We refer to the fats our-ring in PA also as the set PA of positive fats . Theother fats in SA form the set NA of negative fats

that is needed for some learning approahes (see [8;9℄). A suessful proof attempt is stored as the quadru-ple (A,H,SA,PA) (or (A,C,SA,PA) with C denoting theteams used) that allows the use of various approahesfor learning from previous proof experiene.3 TeamworkThe Teamwork method is a knowledge-based distribu-tion method for ertain searh proesses ([4℄). Equa-tional dedution by ompletion, as well as for example�rst-order dedution by (hyper-) resolution, is a mem-ber of this lass of searh proesses. In a Teamwork-based system there are four di�erent types of agents:experts, speialists, referees, and a supervisor. Expertsand speialists are the agents that work on really solvinga given problem. Experts form the ore of a team. Theyare problem solvers (in our ase theorem provers) thatuse the same inferene mehanism (in our ase unfail-ing ompletion), but di�erent seletion strategies for thenext inferene step to do. Speialists an also searh fora solution (using other inferene mehanisms) or theyan help the supervisor, for example by analyzing andlassifying the given problem like PES (see setion 5.2).Eah expert/speialist needs its own omputing node.Therefore, the supervisor determines the subset of ex-perts/speialists that are ative during a working period.After a working period a team meeting takes plae. Inthe judgment phase, eah ative expert and speialist isevaluated by a referee. Eah referee has two tasks: judg-ing the whole work of the expert/speialist of the lastworking period and seleting outstanding results. The�rst task results in a measure of suess , an objetivemeasure that allows the supervisor to ompare the ex-perts. The seond task is responsible for the ooperationof the experts and speialists, sine eah seleted resultwill be part of the ommon start searh state of the nextworking period. The referees send the results of theirwork to the supervisor.In the ooperation phase the supervisor has to on-strut a new starting state for the next working period,selet the members of the team for this next period anddetermine the length of the period. The new start statefor the whole team onsists of the whole searh state ofthe best expert enrihed by the seleted results of theother experts and the speialists. The supervisor deter-mines the next team with a reative planning proess in-volving general information about omponents and prob-lem domains (long-term memory) and atual informa-tion about the performane of the omponents (short-term memory). The long-term memory suggests a planskeleton that ontains several small teams for di�erentphases of a proof attempt. These suggested teams arereinfored with appropriate experts/speialists (if moreomputing nodes are available). During eah team meet-



ing the plan has to be updated. This means that adjust-ments are made aording to the atual results (see [7℄).Teamwork allows for synergeti e�ets that result inenormous speed-ups and in �nding solutions to problemsthat are beyond the possibilities of the single experts andspeialists. While the ompetition of the experts diretsthe whole team into interesting (and promising) parts ofthe searh spae, the ooperation provides the expertswith exellent fats they are not able to ome up withalone. Thus gaps in their derivations towards the goalan be losed. This makes Teamwork the ideal basisfor a learning theorem prover.4 Flexible Re-enatmentSimilarity between two proof problems A and B an o-ur in many variations. One possible kind of similarity isthat a onsiderable number of the fats that ontributeto a proof of A are also useful for proving B (or vieversa). This means in our terminology that the assoi-ated sets of positive fats PA and PB or the proofs PAand PB \have a lot in ommon" or, in other words, sharemany fats. (\PA \ PB is almost equal to PA and PB.")Our goal is to think up a heuristi that is able to exploitsuh a similarity.Given I = (AS ;H;SAS ;PAS ) as past experiene re-garding a soure problem AS , and assuming that a tar-get problem AT is similar to AS in the way just de-sribed, it is reasonable to onentrate on mainly dedu-ing fats when attempting to prove AT that also playeda role in �nding the soure proof PAS , namely the pos-itive fats PAS . We therefore design a heuristi FlexREwhih|when trying to prove AT|makes use of I bygiving preferene to fats that were important for �nd-ing PAS . Suh fats will heneforth be referred to as fo-us fats . Note that fous fats are fats inferred or infer-able in onnetion with AT . They must be distinguishedfrom the positive fats PAS belonging to the soure prob-lem AS , sine it might be the ase that some � 2 PASis not deduible at all in onnetion with AT (due to adi�erent axiomatization). PAS is merely used to deter-mine if some fat � inferable in onnetion with AT isa fous fat. To put it another way, the use of PAS ise�eted by FlexRE on a stritly heuristi basis, meaningthat PAS only inuenes the seletion of fats from FP ,not, for instane, FP itself. That is, PAS is a guidelinethat FlexRE tries to follow if possible.Depending on how strongly fous fats are preferred,FlexRE will re-enat (parts of) PAS more or less quikly.Some of the fous fats, though useful for proving AS ,may be irrelevant regarding the proof PAT of AT even-tually found. But these irrelevant fous fats are not abig problem. The ruial diÆulty is to �nd those (non-fous) fats that have to supplement the relevant fousfats in order to obtain a proof PAT . It is very likely

that these (few) missing fats are desendants of rele-vant fous fats. Consequently, FlexRE should also favordesendants of fous fats. Favoring desendants shouldweaken with their \distane" from fous fats, sine itannot be assumed that the few missing fats are loatedvery deeply relative to fous fats.1Preferring desendants of fous fats in addition togiving preferene to fous fats themselves justi�es theattribute `exible' in the term `exible re-enatment'whih summarizes the working method of FlexRE (see[9℄ or [6℄).5 Learning and CBR in the TeamworkEnvironmentIn setions 3 and 4 we onentrated on how to use knowl-edge learned from previous suessful proofs (in form ofexible re-enatment) and on how to overome the prob-lems suh a use might ause (in form of the Teamworkmethod with ooperation with other experts, assessmentof experts and results, and reative planning to adapt tothe problem at hand using long- and short-term mem-ory). The problems that remain are how to �nd a proofthat should be re-enated in order to solve a given targetproblem and how to struture, build, and maintain thelong-term memory from proof run to proof run.The �rst problem will be takled by a speialist PESthat is providing the supervisor with information aboutknown proof problems that are similar to the given tar-get problem (see subsetion 5.2). The seond problemnaturally depends on how the proof problems are pre-sented to the system. Found proofs have simply to beextrated, analyzed and stored (the latter depending onhow speialist PES will perform its retrieval). As we shallsee in the next subsetion, the neessary omponents arealready provided in form of Teamwork agents.5.1 The Basi Learning CyleSystems that use learning tehniques for solving theirtasks an be (very) roughly divided into two groups:systems that have a learly de�ned learning phase af-ter whih (usually) no further learning takes plae, andsystems that always learn. In automated theorem prov-ing, systems of the �rst type may be usable in learlyde�ned situations (see, for example, [8℄), but in generallearning should never stop.Nevertheless, one an observe times in the use of a(learning) theorem prover in whih new domains are ex-plored, and other times in whih one is interested inproving one partiular problem. When exploring a newdomain, typially there is a set of problems to be solved,1\Distane" and (relative) depth basially refer to thenumber of inferene steps separating two fats, one of thesefats ontributing to the dedution of the other.



and when starting the exploration no knowledge in theprover will be triggered. In the following, we will �rstonentrate on the exploration of a new domain and thenwe will point out how the one-problem ase is handled.When exploring a new domain the ordering of theproblems given to a prover may inuene its suess.In order to deal with this problem we deided to letthe prover handle the ordering of the given set of prob-lems and also allow the prover to make several attemptsto solve a problem. The latter is neessary sine eahsolved problem may result in new knowledge that al-lows for solving some other problems that ould not besolved so far (\bootstrapping"). Note that the set ofproblems given to the prover has to inlude easy andtypial problems of a domain that the prover an use toget fundamental knowledge about this domain.As already stated, in a Teamwork-based system thelong-term memory that represents knowledge about do-mains is the responsibility of the supervisor. When on-fronted with a set of example problems of a new do-main, the supervisor ontrols not only the single proofattempts, but a whole series of proof attempts that areto result in solving as many of the problems as possible.Sine the supervisor has no appropriate informationwhen being onfronted with a new domain, the �rst stepis to try to solve the given problems with onventionalmeans, i.e., without the use of experts and speialiststhat employ learned knowledge. This is aomplishedby using a pre-de�ned team for a few yles for eah ofthe given problems (in a separate run). After generatingI = (A; C;SA;PA) for eah solved problem A, this datais integrated into a database of past proof experienethat is part of the long-term memory. This databaseis essentially organized as ase base. Hene, the stru-ture and retrieval proesses regarding this database arestrongly related to CBR tehniques (p. [10℄ and sub-setion 5.2). Then the supervisor tries to solve the re-maining problems (again imposing a time limit on eahrun), but now the teams are di�erent. The team of the�rst working period is again pre-de�ned, and ontains,besides good general purpose experts, the speialist PES.After the �rst working period, the supervisor uses itsreative planning proess to adapt the team to the prob-lem. If PES was not able to report to the supervisor aproblem from the ase base that is similar to the targetproblem at hand, then the supervisor proeeds aordingto its standard proedure. Otherwise, the expert FlexREwill beome a member of the next team, utilizing the re-ported problem from the ase base as soure problem.22If PES provides more than one possible soure problem,then the supervisor an reat in various ways: It an seletthe most similar soure problem and disard all others (whihwas done in setion 6), or it may use several experts FlexRE,eah using a di�erent soure problem, or it may supply the

Problems that an now be solved are analyzed so as toprodue new data for the ase base. For the remainingunsolved problems this whole proess is repeated untilno more new problems an be proven. Note that afterthe initial round that uses the pre-de�ned team with-out omponents using learned knowledge, in all otherrounds eah solved problem is immediately added to thease base so that it already an be used for the proof at-tempt of the next problem. Thus the number of roundsis often redued.In the one-problem ase, i.e., in the presene of funda-mental domain knowledge, the supervisor immediatelyemploys a team that inludes PES, and the supervisorplans and ontrols the whole proof attempt as desribedabove. If the system is suessful, the data of the run isalso added to the ase base.5.2 Speialist PESAs desribed before, speialist PES retrieves one or pos-sibly several soure problems that are similar to a giventarget problem AT , and transmits information on theseproblems to the supervisor. More exatly, after reeiv-ing a target problem AT = (AxT ; �T ) given over a�xed signature sigT , PES returns information RPES(AT )on similar problems AS , where RPES(AT ) = f(�; PS) :ondT (�(AS))g. The data is determined by ondT andomprises the set of positive fats PS assoiated withsoure problem AS , and a signature math � from ASto AT . (� provides an appropriate renaming of the fun-tion symbols ourring in sigS.) ondT denotes that aproblemAS (translated from sigS to sigT by applying �)is most similar to AT (there are no other problems moresimilar to AT than AS), but also that the similarity be-tween AS and AT seems to be suÆient.In order to onstrut suh a prediate we shall use aquasi-ordering �T that allows us to ompare the simi-larity between proof problems and a target problem. Itshould hold true that A1 �T A2 if (and only if) AT ismore similar toA1 than toA2. Furthermore, an absolutemeasure of similarity is needed in order to onstrut aminimal similarity prediate ms that estimates whetherthe similarity between the target and a soure problemseems to be suÆient or not.Basially, there are two possibilities to onstrut �Tin order to estimate whether a problem A1 an providea more suitable soure proof than a problem A2: Onthe one hand it is possible to ompare the problem de-sriptions, and on the other hand one an ompare thesearh e�ort spent on solving the two problems. Con-sidering the working method of FlexRE it is reasonableto onsider A1 as providing a more suitable soure proofthan A2, if the target AT is more similar to problemsingle FlexRE with the soure problems provided by PES insuession.



A1 than to A2 w.r.t. its problem desription. Neverthe-less some information on the searh onduted to solve aproblem, namely the length of the searh protool S, anbe onsulted. Sine some of the positive fats of morediÆult problems (problems with a longer searh proto-ol) were quite diÆult to reah it seems to be sensible tofore the ativation of these probably useful, but hard toreah fats by using them as fous fats (p. setion 4).Thus more diÆult problems should be favored.Similarity between problem desriptions is surely alsosuitable for onstruting an absolute similarity value inorder to deide in favor of or against suÆient similarity.Information on the searh protool is diÆult to use forthis partiular purpose and should only be used as ariterion to ompare di�erent problems.In order to assess the di�erenes between the prob-lem desriptions of two proof problems we employ thesimilarity measure simT . As disussed before, this mea-sure is useful to onstrut �T and ms . The design ofsimT is motivated by the fat that a target problemAT = (AxT ; �T ) is proved by virtue of a proof of asoure problem AS = (AxS ; �S), if all axioms of AxSare subsumed by axioms of AxT and the target goal �Tis subsumed by the soure goal �S . Hene, subsump-tion riteria will play the major role in our approah.Furthermore, re�nements by using other riteria (e.g.,subsumption modulo AC) are imaginable (see below).These re�nements have proven their usefulness in exper-iments, although naturally a simple proof replay often isimpossible if AxS and AxT are similar in suh a way.In order to realize measure simT we introdue a(asymmetri) similarity rating simeqT de�ned on equa-tions over sigT . Let ax1 and ax2 be two equations.We de�ne simeqT (ax1; ax2) 2 [0; 1℄ by simeqT (ax1; ax2) =maxfrating(�i) : �i(ax1; ax2); 1 � i � mg. �1; : : : ; �mare similarity riteria de�ned on equations. The fun-tion rating judges the reliability of a measure in orderto judge similarity between two equations.Possible similarity riteria are the relations �, �A,and �H [ �H where � denotes \plain" subsumption,and �A subsumption modulo the theory given by a setof equations A. (Here, we shall always use A = AC).ax1�Hax2 stands for a homeomorphi embedding of ax2in ax1. We used the ratings 1, 0:8, and 0:2 for the riteria�, �A, and �H [�H , respetively. Hene, subsumptionis onsidered to be very important, whereas homeomor-phi embedding is onsidered to be a very weak similarityriterion. Note that we atually re�ned simeqT by addingfurther similarity riteria thus inreasing the ability toprodue distintive measures. But a desription of thesetehnial details is beyond the sope of this paper.With the help of this measure we are able to on-strut a similarity measure de�ned on proof problems.In the following let AT = (AxT ; �T ) be a target prob-

lem, and AS = (AxS ; �S) be a soure problem given oversigT . Let AxT = fax1; : : : ; axmg, AxS = fax01; : : : ; ax0ng(n;m > 0). The similarity of target and soure problemis simT (AT ;AS) = (s1; s2; s3) 2 [0; 1℄3, wheres1 = 1n � nXi=1maxfsimeqT (ax; ax0i) : ax 2 AxT gs2 = 1m � mXi=1maxfsimeqT (axi; ax) : ax 2 AxSgs3 = simeqT (�S ; �T )Thus, s1 judges the degree of \overage" of AxSthrough similar axioms of AxT . For example, we haves1 = 1 if all soure axioms are subsumed by target ax-ioms. s1 dereases if only weaker similarity riteria areful�lled. The value s2 represents the perentage of targetaxioms that have a similar ounterpart in AxS . Addi-tional axioms in AxT do not prevent the soure prooffrom being appliable (in the ase s1 = 1), but mayompliate the searh for this proof. Finally, s3 mea-sures the similarity between target and soure goal �Tand �S . We have s3 = 1 if �S subsumes �T .With the help of simT we are now able to estimate ifthe similarity between AT and AS seems to be suÆient.To this end, we hek if the prediate ms is ful�lled withms(simT (AT ;AS)) i� 1 � s1 + 2 � s2 + 3 � s3 � min,where 1; 2; 3 2 IR, and min 2 IR is the threshold.In our implementation we use 1 = 3, 2 = 1, 3 =2, and min = 1. Hene additional axioms in AxT areonsidered quite harmless, while a good overage of AxSis onsidered to be important. Sine we use min = 1,a subsumption of one third of the axioms of AxS , orno superuous target axioms, or a subsumed target goaleah suÆe alone to reah the threshold.simT is also employed to de�ne �T . We de�ne �T asa lexiographi ombination of two quasi-orderings �Sand �D, where �S ompares the similarity of two prob-lem desriptions with respet to the target problem (us-ing simT ), and �D ompares the length of the searhprotools (p. [6℄). Using �T and ms, we an de�neondT . We applyondT (AS) i� ms(simT (AT ;AS))^:9A : A �T AS :In the subsequent setion we shall disuss the exper-imental results we obtained with Disount by usingspeialist PES and expert FlexRE.6 Experimental ResultsFinding appropriate test sets of problems for our learningprover was not easy, beause in most publiations onlyhard problems are given. But we must solve at least oneproblem with onventional means in order to start the



bootstrapping proess. Fortunately, the TPTP library([13℄) ontains two domains that inlude related prob-lems of various degrees of diÆulty. While we ould usethe domain groups (GRP) without any hanges, the do-main logi aluli (LCL) onsists of several subdomains(some of whih ontain only hard problems, again) and isnot given in a pure unit-equality axiomatization. There-fore we had to transform the problems of one subdomain(the CN alulus) for our experiments.The ahievements of a learning approah an only beobserved when results from onventional provers are alsoprovided. Besides two of our experts (AddWeight, or Addfor short, and Onest, see [5℄) we will also use Otter(version 3.0, using the autonomous mode, see [11℄) toallow a omparison. SineOtter has won the CADE-13theorem prover ompetition ([12℄) in the ategory \UnitEquality Problems", we think that a omparison withthe urrent state-of-the-art is thus provided.Our learning approah is integrated into our proverDisount (see [1℄), that is implemented in C on Unixmahines and has an old and slow inferene engine. Welimited eah distributed run of it to 3 minutes, while theother provers had 10 minutes. The ordering in whihDisount tried the problems is the lexiographial or-dering of the names of the problem. All experimentswere performed on SUN Spar-10 mahines, the teamruns employing two of them. There are 125 problemsin the GRP domain and 24 in the LCL (CN) domain(for the transformation into equality problems, for moreresults and a broader analysis of them, see [6℄).Table 1 shows that our main goal, developing a proverthat is able to automatially learn and therefore to solvemore problems than other provers, has de�nitely beenahieved. In both domains, our learning team learlyoutperformed Otter and the single experts by at least15 perent. Table 2 highlights some of the problem so-lution hains that are produed by our prover. In theGRP domain, problem 179-1 was solved onventionallyand used in the next round to solve problem 179-2, whihwas basis for solving problem 183-1 (in the same round).Using problem 183-1 Disount was able to solve prob-lem 167-3, whih was then used to solve problem 167-1.In the LCL domain, problem 047-1 was used to solve 048-1 whih allows for solving 050-1 that then is the sourefor problem 051-1. Due to the immediate usage of solvedproblems when trying to solve the next one, the hainof the GRP domain is the result of 4 rounds, while thehain of the LCL domain was produed in only 3 roundsof the bootstrapping proess. Note that any other order-ing of the problems would produe the same Table 1 andthe same hains in Table 2. Only the number of roundsneeded may be di�erent.Among all the problems there is only one problem thatOtter an solve and our learning team annot, but 27

Table 2: Seletion of resultstarget soure runtime Otter Add Onest179-1 | 12s | | |179-2 179-1 37s | | |183-1 179-2 40s | | |167-3 183-1 129s | | |167-1 167-3 32s | | |047-1 | 21s 137s 27s |048-1 047-1 14s 138s 27s 35s050-1 048-1 32s | | |051-1 050-1 15s | | |problems that our learning team an solve and Otterannot.In general, our experiments show that our onept ofa learning theorem prover learly outperforms urrentonventional theorem provers if the learning prover isprovided with enough \exerise" in the domain it hasto work in. In this ase even the learning proess isaomplished by the prover without help from the user.7 Conlusion and Future WorkWe presented a onept for a learning theorem proverthat uses methods from several areas of AI. AI methodslike planning and CBR are ombined with the Team-work multi-agent arhiteture, resulting in a theoremprover that learly outperforms renowned provers. Aprerequisite for the suess of our system|as for a hu-man student|is the presentation of problem domains ina \learnable" way, meaning that the presented problemsover the whole spetrum of diÆulty ranging from easyto hallenging. In a kind of bootstrapping proess thesystem is able to solve harder and harder problems with-out any interation on the parts of a user (\teaher").Despite the suess of our system, nevertheless mostomponents are only �rst ideas that leave muh roomfor improvements and extensions. Also, there are otheronepts that an be used (e.g., [8℄) or are at least worthinvestigating (e.g., the division of problems into easiersub-problems on the basis of learning), that will providea wider range in the use of learned knowledge.AknowledgmentsThis work was supported by the Shwerpunktpro-gramm Deduktion of the Deutshe Forshungsgemein-shaft (DFG).Referenes[1℄ Avenhaus, J.; Denzinger, J.; Fuhs, M.: DISCOUNT:A System For Distributed Equational Dedution, Pro.6th RTA, Kaiserslautern, LNCS 914, 1995, pp. 397{402.
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